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Atoms are the most basic form of things. Atoms are believed to be the cut particles that can exist when first discovered. The word atom originated from the Greek word to not be selected because something already the smallest size cannot be divided. We now know that there are particles smaller than
atoms and that, despite the origin of their name, they can be divided. We know this because separation attoms create the energy we harvest through a process called a nuclear coalition. Each atom contains three types of subatomic particles: electrons, protons, and neutrons. Protons and neutrons form a
nuleus in the middle of the atom, while electrons are in constant motion around the nukleus. Subatomic particles consist of smaller particles known as quarries. The quartets are so small that they are invisible. Scientists only know the quartet exists by observing its effects on the particles around it.
bluebay2014/Getty Images Most atoms are neutral without electricity charges. Electrically charged atoms are called ions. The charges are determined by protons and electrons. Proton is charged positively, and electrons are charged negatively. Neutral atoms contain the same number of protons and
electrons. Simacization is positively charged because it contains more protons. Anion contains more electrons, so it's charged negatively. Ions can be very different from neutral atoms. Sodium ions and chloride ions form salt, but neutral sodium atoms burst into flames when they contact water. Neutral
chlorine atoms merge with each other and form dangerous compounds that cities are evacuated when trucks or trains carrying chloride gas are involved in an accident. onurdongel/Getty Images The Big Bang that shaped our universe occurred 13.7 billion years ago. The new universe grew and doubled
its size at least 90 times during the first second of its existence. Quarters and electrons were formed and spread throughout the universe after the first ten million seconds. Proton and neutron combined into nuklei 3 minutes after the Big Bang. Researchers are trying to recreate the Big Bang in a powerful
particle clash. They hope to learn more about the matter, and investigate possible alternative reality and dimensions. sakkmesterke/Getty Images Atom first formed 380,000 years after the Big Bang. It takes a long time for the universe to be cold enough to move electrons to slow down. Slower electrons
have been caught by the nucylei to form an atom. Hydrogen and helium are the lightest atoms, and they are the first elements to form. the first grademlin/Getty Images Atoms formed very lightly, while more atoms formed in stars. Some types of stars become supernovas when they die. Supernovas
generate so much power that they succinctly overcome galaxies. Energy is also evident as a great explosive power. The resulting power is generated supernovas disperse heavy atoms across the universe. cokada/Getty Images Protons and neutrons in atomic nucleus are held together by powerful forces.
The nuklei in certain atoms is unstable because binding force is not very strong. Unstable atoms decay and lose neutrons or electrons in an attempt to become stable. An unstable atom becomes an ion if it loses or gets electron, but it becomes radioactive if it loses neutrons. BlackJack3D/Getty Images
Isotopes is an element that has a different number of neutrons. The same element isotopes always contain the same number of protons. The word isotope comes from the ancient Greek roots of isos which means the same, and the topos mean the same place. The name is chosen because no matter how
many element isotopes exist, they all rank the same on a periodic table. Antoine2K/Getty Images Periodic tables, also called periodic tables of elements, are charts featuring each chemical element. The elements are sorted into seven lines, or duration, according to the atomic number. All atoms have at
least one proton. The number of protons is the atomic number. Changing neutron numbers creates isotopes, but changing proton numbers creates completely different elements. bortonia/Getty Images Radioactive Atom is trying to achieve a stable condition by removing protons and neutrons or trying to
release energy in other forms. Radioactivity refers to the unstable atomic action that emits nuclear radiation. Radiation comes from radioactive damage in the nucleus. The results of the damage in different isotope that may or may not be radioactive. Natali_Mis/Getty Images Uranium is the most common
nuclear fuel because it exists in nature. Uranium-238 makes up the majority of natural uranium. It's not very radioactive itself, but it forms plutonium-239 in the nuclear reactor. Uranium-235 is naturally radioactive. It is used in nuclear reactors and weapons, and it is wanted by each country to use nuclear
energy or try to build weapons because it can be used because it is without enrichment. Only 0.7% of natural uranium occurs is uranium-235, but at one time it makes up 85% of all uranium. The decrease was due to the unstable core of isotope, which made it so desirable in the first place. Liens/Getty
Images It has been said that in the 20th century, humans harnessed the power of the atoms. We make atomic bombs and generate electricity by nuclear power. We also divide the atoms into smaller pieces called subatomic particles. Advertisement But what exactly is the atom? What is it made? What
does that look like? The pursuit of an atomic structure has been married to many areas of chemistry and physics in perhaps one the greatest of modern science. In this article, we will follow this fascinating story of how discoveries in various fields of science resulted in modern view of the atom. We will see
the consequences of knowing the atomic structure and how this structure will lead to new technologies. This content is incompatible on this device. Okay, I've been looking anywhere and I can't for my life find a simple explanation of how to make one, for a perfume bottle, I really want to make a vintage
pump looking for a pump/spray nozzle host for the perfume bottle I have. I saw the diagram on this site on this link however no one explains how to build a ... Last Updated on October 22, 2020 How would you feel if you shared a personal story and realized that the person you were talking to didn't really
listen to? You probably won't get too excited. Unfortunately, that happens for many people. Most individuals are not good listeners. They are good hypocrites. The matter is, a true hearing requires more work than people willing to invest. Quality conversations are all about giving and taking. Most people,
however, want to just give their word, that is. Be on the receiving end because listeners may seem boring, but it is important. When you attend someone and pay attention to what they say, it's a sign of caring and respect. The obstacle is that attending requires acts of greatness, which sometimes goes
against what our minds naturally do-hang around without purpose and thinking about it let alone, rather than listening—the greatest act of thought. Without active listening, people often feel unheard of and unsupposed. That's why it's important for everyone to learn how to be a better listener. What Makes
The Poor The Listener? Good listening skills can be learned, but first, let's take a look at some of the things you might do that makes you a poor listener.1. You Want to Talk to YourselfWell, who doesn't? We all have something to say, right? But when you see someone pretending to hear while, all
together, they plan mentally all the amazing things they'll say, it's a discomfort to the speaker. Yes, perhaps what others are saying is not the most interesting thing in the world. However, they should be heard. You always have the ability to navigate the conversation in another direction by asking
questions. It's okay to speak. It's normal, though. Keep in mind, however, that when your turn happens, you'll want someone to hear you.2. You Disagree With What Being SaidThis is one things that make you insufficient listeners—listen to something you disagree with and immediately tune in. Then, you
lie in wait so you can tell the speaker how wrong they are. You're looking forward to making your point and proving the speaker wrong. You think that once you speak the truth, others will know how mistaken the speakers are, thanks for setting them straight, and encouraging to describe what you say.
Dream. Disagree with your speakers, however frustrating as possible, there is no reason to adjust them and prepare yourself to stamp out your surprise grab. By listening, you might actually delight the lumps of interesting information you previously didn't realize.3. You Do Five Other Things While You
Hear It's impossible to listen to someone when you send a message, read, play Sudoku, etc. But people do it all the time—I know I have. I've actually tried to balance my review book while pretending to hear people on other lines. It doesn't work. I had to keep asking, what did you say? I can only admit
this now because I rarely do it again. With work, I've managed to be a better listener. It takes a lot of focus, but it's definitely worth it. If you're really going to listen, then you must: listen! M. Scott Peck, M.D., in his book The Road Less Travel, says you can't really listen to anyone and do anything else at
the same time. If you're too busy to actually listen, tell the speakers, and arrange other times to talk. It's as simple as that!4. You Appoint Yourself as a Judge While you listen, you decide that the speaker does not know what they are talking about. As an expert, you know more. So, what's the point even
listening? To you, the only sound you hear as soon as you decide they are wrong, Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah! But before you bang gavel it, just know you may not have all the necessary information. To do that, you have to really listen, right? Also, make sure you don't judge someone with their
acronym, the way they sound, or the structure of their sentences. My dad was almost 91. His English is sometimes slightly broken and elusive. People mistakenly assume that he doesn't know what he's talking about—they're a bit mistaken. My dad is a very intelligent person who has English as his
second language. He knows what he says and understands the language perfectly. Keep in mind when listening to strangers, or someone who may have a hard time putting their thoughts into words. Now, you know some of the things that make listeners lower. If no of the above items resonate with you,
great! You are a better listener than most. How To Be for The Better Listener conversation, though, let's just say that maybe you need some work in the hearing department, and after reading this article, you decide to improve. What, then, Some of the things you need to do to make that happen? How can
you be a better listener?1. Pay attention to good listeners is attentive. They don't see watches, phones, or think of their dinner plans. They focus and pay attention to what others say. Say. called active listening. According to The Skills You Need, an active hearing involves listening with all senses. Besides
paying full attention to speakers, it is important that 'active listeners' are also 'seen' to listen—otherwise the speakers can conclude that what they are talking about does not attract the attention of listeners. As I mentioned, it is common for the mind to stroll. We are human beings, after all. But good
listeners will bend the thought back as soon as they see their attention wandering. I do want to note here that you can also hear anchored signals. You can assume that if someone keeps looking at their watches or on their shoulders, their focus is not on conversations. The key is to only pay attention.2.
Use Positive Body LanguageYou can conclude a lot of a person's body language. Are they interested, bored, or anxious? The language of the body of a good listener is opened. They lean forward and express curiosity in what is said. Their facial expressions are either smiling, showing anxiety, delivering
empathy, etc. They let the speaker know they are being heard. People say things for a reason—they want some kind of feedback. For example, you tell your partner, I have a really rough day! and your husband continues to check his news while nominating his head. Not a good response. But what if your
husband looks with a questioning eye, put his phone down, and say, Oh, no. what happened? How will it feel, then? The answer is clear. According to Alan Gurney, an active listener pays full attention to the speaker and ensures they understand the information presented. You can't be distracted by
incoming calls or Facebook status updates. You have to be present and at the moment. Body language is an important tool to make sure you do this. The right body language makes you a better active listener and therefore more 'open' and read what the speakers are saying. At the same time, it shows
that you hear it. 3. Avoid Disturbing General SpeakerI for sure you don't want to be in the middle of a sentence just to see someone else holding their fingers or mouth open, ready to step into your unprepared verbiage. It roughs up and causes anxiety. You will, more than likely, feel the need to rush what
you say just to finish your sentence. Disturbing is a sign of disrespect. It basically said, what I said was more important than what you said. When you interfere with the loudspeakers, they feel disappointed, and does not matter. Disturbing speakers to agree, disagree, argue, etc., cause the speaker to lose
track of what they say. It's very disappointing. Whatever you say can wait until someone else is done. Stroll and wait for your turn!4. Ask QuestionAsking a question is one of the best ways show you interested. If someone tells you about their ski trip to Mammoth, don't respond with, that's good. That
would show a lack of interest and disrespect. Instead, you can ask, how long have you skied? Do you find it difficult to learn? What's your favorite part on the way? etc. That person would think very much you and assume you're a great conversationalist just with you asking a few questions.5. Only
ListenThis may seem counterintuitive. When you chat with someone, it's usually over and over again. Sometimes, all it takes is to listen, smile, or plant your head, and your speakers will feel like they are completely heard and understood. I used to sit down with the customer for 45 minutes without saying a



word. He came to my office in trouble. I had sat down, and then he started crying softly. I sat down with him-that's all I did. At the end of the session, he stood up, told me he felt better, and then left. I have to admit that 45 minutes without saying words is difficult. But he didn't need me to say anything. He
needs a safe space where he can migrate uninterested, judgmental, or I try to correct something.6. Remember and Follow UpPart as a great listener remember what speakers have said to you, then follow up with them. For example, in your recent conversation with your colleague Jacob, he tells you that
his wife has got promotion and that they are contemplating a move to New York. The next time you ran to Jacob, you might want to say, Hey, Jacob! Whatever happens with your wife's promotion? At this point, Jacob will know you really hear what he said and that you are interested in seeing how things
turned out. What a gift! According to new research, people who ask questions, especially follow-up questions, can be better managers, better jobs of land, and even win second dates. It's very easy to show you care. Just remember some facts and follow-up on them. If you do this regularly, you will make
more friends.7. Make sure your Confidential Confidential Information really wants to be a better listener, listen carefully. If what you hear is confidential, make sure that way, no matter how tempting it is possible to tell others, especially if you have the same friends. Being a good listener means reliable and
sensitive with shared information. Whatever is told you confidently cannot be Convince your speakers that their information is safe with you. They will feel relieved that they have someone they can share their load without fear of it coming out. Keeping someone's confidence helps deepen your relationship.
Also, one of the most important elements of confidentiality is that it helps build and develop trust. It potentially allows free flow of information customers and employees and acknowledge that the client's personal lives and all the issues and problems they have. Be like a therapist: listen and withstand
judgment. NOTE: I must add here that even a therapist keeps everything in a confidential session, there are exceptions: if a customer may be an immediate danger to himself or someone else. If a customer harms residents who are unable to protect himself, as in the case of child abuse or the elderly. 8.
Keeping Eye ContactWhen someone speaking, they usually say something they consider meaningful. They don't want their listeners to read texts, look at their nails, or bend down for pooch pets in the street. A speaker wants all eyes on them. It allows them to know that what they say has value. Eye
contact is very strong. It can convey many things without anything to say. Currently, it is more important than ever with the Covid-19 Pandemic. People can't see your whole face, but they can definitely read your eyes. With eye contact, I don't mean a hard and creepy-just gaze in the direction the
loudspeakers will do. Make it a point when you're in a conversation to maintain eye contact with your speakers. Avoid temptations to look nowhere but on their faces. I know it's not easy, especially if you're not interested in what they're talking about. But as I said, you can direct the conversation in a
different direction or just let that person know you have to go. The thought of LateListening attentively will add to your relationship with anyone in your life. Now, more than ever, when people are so disconnected because smartphones and social media, listening skills are critical. You can build better, more
honest, and deeper relationships with just being there, paying attention, and asking questions that make the speaker feel like what they say things. And isn't that a great goal? To make people feel as if they matter? So, go out and start sharking those who listen to skills. You have two great ears. Now use
them! More Tips on How To Be Better Listener photo credit: Joshua Rodriguez via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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